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Abstract: Neonatal sepsis is a critical pathology that particularly affects the neonates in intensive
care, especially if they are preterm and low birth weight, with an incidence varying between 1and
40% according to the onset (early or late) of the disease. Prompt diagnostic and therapeutic inter-
ventions could reduce the high percentage of mortality that characterises this pathology, especially
in the premature and low weight neonates. The HeRO score analyses the heart rate variability and
represents the risk of contracting sepsis because of the hospitalization in the neonatal intensive care
unit up to 24 h before the clinical signs. However, it has been demonstrated that the HeRO score
can produce many false-positive cases, thus leading to the start of unnecessary antibiotic therapy. In
this work, the authors propose an optimised artificial neural network model able to diagnose sepsis
early based on the HeRO score along with a series of parameters strictly connected to the risk of
neonatal sepsis. The proposed methodology shows promising results, outperforming the diagnostic
accuracy of the only HeRO score and reducing the number of false positives, thus revealing itself to
be a promising tool for supporting the clinicians in the daily clinical practice.

Keywords: neonatal sepsis; HeRO duet; HeRO score; artificial neural network

1. Introduction

Sepsis is usually defined as a clinical syndrome characterised by systemic signs of
infection and the concomitant positivity of blood culture to the presence of pathogenic
microorganisms. Sepsis is divided into two main categories: (i) early-onset sepsis (EONS)
and (ii) late-onset sepsis (LONS), according to the period of onset, which can be within
the first 72 h of life or after, respectively [1]. This pathology particularly affects infants in
neonatal intensive care units (NICU), especially if they are preterm and low birth weight,
with an incidence in the literature ranging between 1 and 40%, varying according to the
onset period. A recent review reported an incidence rate of EONS in very low birth weight
(VLBW) neonates of about 1.5–2% and an incidence rate equal to 2.1% in extremely low
birth weight (ELBW) neonates [2].

To date, there is still no globally recognised consensus about the correct definition
of neonatal sepsis. The presence of a positive blood culture represents the gold standard
for its diagnosis, but negative blood cultures in neonatal care do not exclude sepsis, es-
pecially when other clinical and/or laboratory signs that support the suspicion of sepsis
are present [3–5]. Therefore in newborns, especially in premature ones, the diagnosis of
sepsis is not entrusted to the outcome of blood culture. The main problem in dealing with
clinically evident sepsis is to suspect the diagnosis as early as possible.
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For the reason reported above, in this work, we will use the term sepsis to refer to a
clinically manifest infection with systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) even
when the result of the culture for pathogens is not yet available.

This study focuses on LONS, which is the first cause of death of VLBW neonates who
survive the first week of life. This pathology can be subtle or explosive and entails mortality
ranging from 10 to 30% depending on the patient’s vulnerability and the virulence of the
germ [6].

From a clinical point of view, the strategy to combat sepsis includes three main steps,
namely prevention, early diagnosis and treatment. Prevention and early diagnosis are
clearly preparatory for the treatment and condition its timeliness. Prevention is the most
effective measure against sepsis, especially the scrupulous hand hygiene of the clinical
operators [7]. Early diagnosis of sepsis would allow timely antibiotic therapy, which
is essential to reduce the severity and duration of the disease, as well as lead to more
favourable outcomes. In the literature, the effectiveness of the early administration of
antibiotics is clearly described; even just an hour can reduce the mortality rate of sepsis [7,8].
Early diagnosis is based on a screening test that is performed with biomarkers, such as
reactive C-protein and procalcitonin, which do not have strong specificity and often reveal
positivity late, concurrently or even after the clinical onset. Conversely, the search of
pathogens’ DNA is a costly and not always available method. Finally, blood culture
can produce false-negatives and does not have rapid response times. All these methods,
therefore, do not satisfy the need to be able to diagnose sepsis early [9]. Hence, more
appropriate tests are needed, which should be highly sensitive, predictive, fast to perform
and safe for this fragile category of babies.

In the scenario just described, the development of the HeRO (Heart Rate Observa-
tion) monitor was prompted by the observation that physiological perturbations in the
early phase of sepsis are reflected by subtle, complex changes in heart rate characteristics.
Decreased heart rate variability and transient repetitive heart rate decelerations occur in
neonatal sepsis, often before a patient shows obvious clinical signs. The HeRO monitor
shows a number, or score, which represents the risk that a patient will experience a clinical
deterioration consistent with clinical or blood culture-proven sepsis in the next 24 h. How-
ever, it is worth reporting that there are a number of pathophysiological situations other
than sepsis that can lead to a depression of heart rate variability without the presence of a
sepsis episode [10] and that therefore can cause an increase in the HeRO score. Thus, for an
accurate early diagnosis of sepsis, the HeRO score must be analysed also considering a
larger set of parameters and clinical manifestations.

Based on the previous premises, the purpose of this work is to give the clinician a
high individualised decision support on each individual patient through an intelligent
system capable of acquiring a series of detailed information and perform an accurate early
diagnosis of sepsis, thus minimising errors of false positivity/negativity of the HeRO score
and the use of unnecessary and/or protracted antibiotic therapy. Therefore, the research
problem consists of responding to the need to develop a diagnostic system that allows
considering both the HeRO score and several parameters and clinical manifestations with
which the neonatologist is absolutely familiar.

The present study was conducted in collaboration with the clinicians of the Di Venere
Hospital’s NICU from Bari (Italy) and aimed at:

1. investigating and confirming the diagnostic predictive ability of sepsis of the HeRO
score computed by the innovative HeRO duet device (https://www.heroscore.com/)
according to the literature results [11,12];

2. developing an intelligent decision support system that, based on the newborn’s
current clinical situation, including the HeRO score as well, can support the clinician
in deciding the administration of early antibiotic treatment in the case of doubt
regarding sepsis. This would allow for a refined early diagnosis that would enable a
targeted antibiotic treatment, avoiding often superfluous, or prolonged, treatments,

https://www.heroscore.com/
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which could cause the phenomena of antibiotic resistance, as well as causing harm to
or side-effects for such fragile babies [13].

2. The HeRO Score and the Risk of Incorrect Sepsis Diagnosis

This section describes and discusses how the HeRO duet manages to detect the
early signs of sepsis, with the aim to understand better the aspects related to the false
positivity/negativity of the HeRO score. The HeRO device can analyse the infant’s heart
rate variability without direct contact. It acquires the heart rate data from a multi-parameter
monitor connected to the infant via electrodes.

In the literature, it is described how a reduced variability and transient decelerations
of the heart rate (HR) can be present in the hours or days preceding the diagnosis of
sepsis [11]. In fact, sepsis involves the proliferation of pathogens that can depress the
variability of the heart rate through both direct stimulation of the vagus nerve and the
release of cytokines [14,15]. The mechanism underlying the direct vagus nerve stimulation
by pathogens is not yet well known. A direct stimulation of neuronal receptors located
either peripherally or at the ganglion level is hypothesised [14]. In addition, the mecha-
nism by which cytokines (in particular interleukin 6) induce a reduced variability of HR
even in the hours preceding the onset of sepsis to date is not yet clear. Interleukin 6 is
supposed to induce electrophysiological changes in the myocardiocytes, which lead to an
electrical remodelling of the heart, which could predispose to corrected QT (QTc) interval
prolongation and ventricular arrhythmia. Such a mechanism would imply a compromise
of the potassium channels and an enhancement of the function of the calcium channels of
the cardiomyocytes with consequent prolongation of the duration of the membrane action
potential of the myocardiocytes [16,17].

The reduced heart rate variability induced early in the initial stages of sepsis, often
when the inflammation indexes are negative and the symptoms fade, is recorded by HeRO,
which, by analysing the changes in the HR, is able to predict in advance (in the previous
24 h or even earlier) the onset of the infection episode [18]. However, there are some
pathophysiological conditions beyond sepsis that can involve the release of cytokines or
the stimulation of the vagus nerve and that can affect the HeRO score outcome [15]. The
knowledge of these conditions can help clinicians to orient themselves by attributing a
correct meaning to the HeRO score. However, the decision whether to treat the neonate
with antibiotic therapy gets more difficult if considering only the HeRO score. In fact, all
newborns with a positive score would be treated with antibiotic therapy with all the risks
that this entails in such small infants. As an example, the results of a study conducted
on 3003 VLBW neonates were reported in Mooman et al. [19]. The authors of this study
considered two groups of neonates: one group was treated with the knowledge of the
HeRO score and the second one without access to the HeRO monitor. The results showed
that in the first group of infants, there was a 22% drop in mortality, which rose to 26% if we
consider only ELBW. However, in the first group of newborns, an increase in deafness was
observed, which could perhaps be correlated with the greater number of days of antibiotic
therapy [20].

3. Materials And Methods
3.1. Patients

This retrospective study was conducted from February 2019 to September 2020 and
involved 21 premature VLBW neonates, almost equally distributed between males and
females, gestational age between 23 and 32 weeks and weight between 480 and 1500 g
(Table 1 reports the precise details about the neonates’ characteristics). All babies were at
high risk of contracting sepsis because of the hospitalisation in the NICU, prematurity and
low birth weight. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

The presented work is a retrospective observational study, and the processed data
came exclusively from the collection from the medical records of patients whose parents at
the time of admission had authorized their use. According to the policy of the Di Venere
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Hospital, consent from the ethics committee is not required in the case of retrospective ob-
servational studies. In these cases, the investigators simply notify the the ethics committee
about the study, without waiting for its approval.

Table 1. Population characteristics.

Population Characteristic Distribution Median (SD)

Birth weight 937.0 (288.6) g
Gestational age 27.5 (2.4) weeks
Male percentage 47.6%

3.2. Data Collection

Clinical data used in this study were obtained from each patient’s electronic medical
records and included the following parameters:

1. birth weight ;
2. gestational age;
3. general aspect of the patient;
4. presence of sepsis symptoms: body temperature (fever, hypothermia), cardiovas-

cular instability (bradycardia or tachycardia, rhythm irregularity, urine amount <
1 mL/kg/h, hypotension, impaired peripheral perfusion), skin and subcutaneous
lesions (petechiae, sclerema), respiratory instability (apnea or tachypnea, increased
oxygen demand, increased need for ventilation support), gastrointestinal (food intol-
erance, abdominal distension), non-specific (irritability lethargy, hypotonia);

5. positive culture for pathogens until 7 days before the suspicion of sepsis: LONS
pathogens, i.e., coagulase, negative staphylococci, Staphylococcus aureus, group B
Streptococcus, Enterococcus spp., Escherichia coli, Klebsiella spp, Serratia spp., Enterobacter
spp., Pseudomonas spp., Acinetobacter baumannii, Candida spp.;

6. value of C-reactive protein (CRP);
7. value of procalcitonin (PCT);
8. metabolic acidosis (blood gas pH);
9. days with central venous catheter (CVC);
10. patient intubation;
11. HeRO score acquired every hour.

The authors found it interesting to include data related to the presence in NICU of
patients with positive cultures for aggressive pathogens, notoriously responsible for late
onset sepsis, both at the time of the suspicious episode and up to 7 days before. This is for
the purpose of considering as a risk factor the microbiological data of the patient and more
generally the pathogenic flora present in the NICU.

One or more clinical cases have been extracted from patient data according to the
manifestations of at least one of the following events that raised the suspicion of sepsis:

1. the positivity of HeRO;
2. the presence of symptoms;
3. the positivity of the inflammation indexes.

In particular, if the event was the positivity of the HeRO score, all analysed parameter
values were referred to the next 24 h, whereas if the event was the presence of symptoms
and/or the positivity of the inflammation indexes, all analysed parameters values were
referred to the previous 24 h. In 17 patients out of 21, alerts were observed that raised the
suspicion of sepsis for a total of 30 alerts (or clinical cases). In 10 clinical cases out of 30,
sepsis diagnosis was then confirmed. The studied cohort also included four patients that
neither presented any signs of sepsis, nor were affected by sepsis. Figure 1 reports the
distribution of the studied clinical cases.
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Figure 1. Studied cohort.

The HeRO Duet Device

The HeRO duet is a medical device that supports medical personnel in diagnosis with
high predictivity if it is used together with anamnestic and laboratory clinical findings. It
allows intervening with antibiotic therapies also in correspondence with one of the first
reported peaks, thus preventing short- and long-term complications associated with serious
sepsis. In fact, as is well known in the literature, the first antibiotic administration, being
always the most effective, would lead to a decisive intervention on the patient, if carried
out in a timely manner [19].

The HeRO duet was designed to non-invasively predict neonatal sepsis and works
by getting data from a generic device used to monitor vital functions. The HeRO duet
detects the data concerning the ECG waveforms from the physiological monitor, which are
subsequently transmitted in the form of an analogue signal via a cable connected to the
AD2-DAD data acquisition device. The Dräger C500 monitor(www.draeger.com) was used
in this study. HeRO duet can acquire and analyse the electrocardiogram signal in order to
compute the heart rate variability based on the R-R interval duration. A complex model
based on the observations of the heart rate variability is then used to generate the HeRO
index, which represents a factor associated with the increased risk of sepsis [11].

HeRO was developed as an alert system for sepsis in preterm infants in intensive care.
Researchers from the University of Virginia, in fact, observing patients and noting abnormal
heart rate characteristics (HRCs) before and at the clinical moment of the pathology, devised
an algorithm that is based on the dependence of HRCs on variables such as the standard
deviation of R-R intervals, sample asymmetry and sample entropy. Sample asymmetry
refers to the relative rate of heart rate acceleration and deceleration. The entropy of the
sample, instead, measures the irregularity of the sample, which can be interpreted as
signalling for systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS). Calculating the following
information, therefore, through the final algorithm, which is based on the logistic regression
adapted for repeated measures, the result is obtained, as well as the index of the increased

www.draeger.com
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factor for the risk of sepsis in the following 24 h [20]. Precisely, based on this scientific
evidence, the HeRO duet device is capable of generating a new score every hour taking into
account the variation of the patient’s cardiac variability in the last 12 h. The HeRO index
computation procedure is described within the HeRO duet manual. The risk of contracting
sepsis is classified as:

• low if the score is lower than 1;
• intermediate if the score ranges between 1 and 2;
• high if the score is higher than 2.

It is worth mentioning that patients featuring a high HeRO score are six times more
likely to contract sepsis than patients with a low HeRO score value [21]. For each monitored
patient, the device’s display (an example view is shown in Figure 2) shows both the current
score and the trend of the previous scores computed in the last five days. One HeRO duet
device can simultaneously monitor up to two patients. A list of the information that is
shown on the screen follows:

• bed identifier;
• trend of the signal over time;
• graph indicating the current score;
• current score value;
• alarm symbol that appears only in correspondence with a high score;
• status indicator, which turns green in the case of the detection of the R-R intervals,

grey in the opposite case.

Figure 2. HeRO duet screen view.

3.3. ANN Classifier

The intelligent neonatal sepsis early diagnosis system (I.N.E.S.) proposed in this
work allows the early detection of sepsis by using an appropriate artificial neural net-
work, processing input data and deciding if the input pattern would lead to the sepsis
condition or not. The following paragraphs describe the input data processed by the
neural classifier, the ANN topology design strategy and the metrics for evaluating the
classification performance.
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Input Data

Table 2 reports the input parameters considered for training and testing the ANN.
In particular, each parameter was discretised, before being considered by the ANN, based
on specific thresholds derived from clinical evaluation. These parameters, collected ac-
cording to Section 3.2, include, together with the clinical data, also the HeRO score. The
input dataset was then constituted by 34 observations (clinical cases) described by 11
features from 21 patients. In particular, twenty-four clinical cases were negative to the
sepsis diagnosis, whereas 10 cases were positive [22].

Table 2. ANN input parameters and thresholds used for data discretisation. CVC, central venous catheter.

Parameters Threshold Values Assigned Score

Birth Weight ≤1000 g 1
>1000 g 0

Gestational Age <26 weeks 1
>26 and <30 weeks 0.5

>30 weeks 0

General Aspect sick 1
healthy 0

Symptoms of Sepsis yes 1
no 0

Positive Cultures yes 1
no 0

CRP >1 µg/dL 1
≥0.5 and ≤1 µg/dL 0.5

<0.5 µg/dL 0

PCT >1 µg/dL 1
≥0.5 and ≤1 µg/dL 0.5

<0.5 µg/dL 0

Metabolic Acidosis pH ≤7.25 1
pH >7.25 0

Day with CVC >10 1
>7 and ≤10 0.5

≤ 7 0

Intubated Patients yes 1
no 0

HeRO Score ≥2 1
>1 and <2 0.5

≤1 0

3.4. ANN Design

In order to design the ANN topology, in this work, an evolutionary approach based
on a single-objective genetic algorithm (GA) was employed for selecting the optimal
combination in terms of the number of hidden layers, the number of neurons per layer
and the activation function for each hidden layer, as in previous works of some of the
authors, which was revealed to be a suitable approach for solving problems in several
clinical domains [23–25]. The MATLAB® framework was employed for designing and
implementing both the neural models and the optimisation algorithm.

The GA searched for the optimal ANN topology by maximizing the mean accuracy
(Equation (1)), measured on the test set, over 100 iterations of training, validation and
testing of the ANN. To do this, each individual in the GA population, namely each can-
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didate ANN topology, was trained, validated and tested 100 times considering random
permutations of the input dataset, splitting it into 60–10–30% for training, validation and
test sets, respectively. Each ANN could be constituted by at least one hidden layer, up to
three, with at maximum 256 neurons per layer. The GA also evaluated several activation
functions (each hidden layer shared the same transfer function for all the neurons of the
layer), namely the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function (tansig), the log-sigmoid
transfer function (logsig), the linear transfer function (purelin) and the symmetric satu-
rating linear transfer function (satlins). The output layer was always characterised by a
tansig transfer function, whereas the ANN training was performed with resilient propaga-
tion [26]. Although in Bevilacqua et al., the 60-20-20 percentages were used for splitting
the dataset [23], in this work, due to a limited number of samples, ten percent only was
employed for the validation set, since it was used for evaluating the early-stopping of the
network training in order to avoid over-fitting.

Furthermore, since the input data were unbalanced between the positive and nega-
tive classes, the adaptive synthetic (ADASYN) approach was considered for generating
synthetic data for the class with fewer samples [22]. In this way, the final dataset was
constituted by 46 samples (24 negative and 22 positive), described by 11 features.

ANN Performance

Tests were performed on the topology-optimized ANN computing the average perfor-
mance on 100 iterations of training, validation and testing. Final results were evaluated
considering the mean accuracy (Equation (1)), sensitivity (Equation (2)) and specificity
(Equation (3)) evaluating the true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP)
and false negatives (FN), as in the confusion matrix reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Confusion matrix.

True Condition

Positive Negative

Predicted Condition Positive TP FP
Negative FN TN

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(1)

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
(2)

Speci f icity =
TN

TN + FP
(3)

The optimised topology found by the GA is reported in Figure 3. It was constituted by
three hidden layers having 135, 135 and 4 neurons, respectively. In the first and second hid-
den layers, the log-sigmoid transfer function was selected, whereas the hyperbolic tangent
sigmoid was adopted for the third hidden layer and the output layer. The performance of
the best individual, evaluated on the test set, reached a mean accuracy of 72% (std = 10),
a mean sensitivity of 47% (std = 22) and a mean specificity of 91% (std = 13). In order to
have a more robust classifier, whose performances are reported in the following section
and discussed in Section 5, the final classification for each observation of the dataset was
obtained from a majority-voting of the 100 trained architectures. In particular, in order
to validate the results, the i-th trained architecture classified a sample if and only if the
training set of the i-th classifier did not contain the sample. Thus, each classifier made
decisions only on samples not considered in the training phase.
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Figure 3. The obtained topology-optimised ANN. It shows 135 neurons in both the first and second hidden layers, and 4
neurons in the third hidden layer. The activation function is the logsig for the first and second hidden layers, whereas the
tansig for the third hidden layer.

4. Results

In this section, the results obtained in the detection of sepsis condition in the consid-
ered subjects are reported.

4.1. HeRO-Based Results, Clinical Manifestations, Indexes and Therapy

As the first step, the predictivity of the HeRO score was analysed considering that
a patient would have contracted the disease after 24 h of a HeRO peak higher than one.
Figure 4 shows a summary scheme of the diagnostic results.

Considering the 30 suspicious clinical cases, the following results were observed
according to the HeRO score:

• Twenty clinical cases out of 30 were characterised by a positive HeRO score higher
than two:

– In eight of these cases, the newborn developed sepsis, which the HeRO score was
able to predict between 5 and 12 h in advance. In one case, the HeRO duet was
connected to the patient’s monitor when there were full-blown symptoms; even
though there was the need for intubation and the decay of the general conditions,
the inflammation indexes were negative. Antibiotic therapy was initiated on the
basis of both the positive HeRO score and the sepsis symptoms. A few hours
later, the start of pneumonia was observed, and inflammation indexes became
positive after about 24 h.

– In 12 clinical cases, the HeRO was positive (nine cases out of 12 had a clinical
symptom or a slightly positive inflammation index), but they did not develop
sepsis. Thus, no antibiotic therapy was started.

• Two cases out of 30 were characterised by a HeRO score between one and two (specif-
ically, 1.6). The baby developed signs of infection 5 h before the HeRO peak. In this
specific case, the newborn was already on antibiotic therapy with a negative HeRO
index and good conditions when he presented a slightly clinical and radiographic
deterioration; an antibiotic change was necessary. In this case, the baby did not de-
velop sepsis, but he had only moderate abdominal distension, then regressed without
any therapy.
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• Eight cases out of 30 were characterised by a negative HeRO score, but slight positive
signs of the infection indices (at least one) and/or one symptom-related to sepsis were
detected in seven episodes. In one case, positive symptoms were observed. For all
eight cases, no antibiotic therapy was initiated after continuous monitoring of the
cases, which considered a series of blood samples. In one case, the HeRO score was
negative, but the baby presented severe sepsis starting as pneumonia (in the case of
localized infection, it described a possible negativity of the HeRO score; in fact, in the
following days, the sepsis became generalized with the HeRO score, which became
positive).

Figure 4. Sepsis diagnostic results obtained based on the HeRO score.

4.2. I.N.E.S. Results and Comparison with the HeRO-Based Diagnostic Outcomes

Considering the neural classifier, the optimised ANN allowed obtaining 94.1%, 80%
and 100% for the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity, respectively. Conversely, these indices
reached 58.8%, 80% and 50% for the HeRO score on the same set of clinical cases.

Considering Table 4 and the confusion matrix reported in Table 5, as well as comput-
ing the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the evaluated scores related to the clinical
cases, it is clear that the I.N.E.S. score showed higher diagnostic performances with respect
to the HeRO score. It has to be emphasised that the positivity/negativity of the I.N.E.S.
score of the clinical cases reported in Table 4 was obtained by a voting of the classifica-
tions performed by all 100 trained models, ensuring also that the considered entry for
classification was not included in the training set of the model, as described in Section 3.4.
Lastly, in order to show the variability of the HeRO score respect to the sepsis diagnosis,
Figures 5 and 6 show two examples of the variation over time of the HeRO score for 4
different subjects. Specifically, Figure 5 shows two cases correctly classified by both HeRO
and I.N.E.S. scores; Figure 6, instead, shows two false positives for the HeRO systems
correctly classified by the I.N.E.S. score.
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Table 4. HeRO-based and intelligent neonatal sepsis early diagnosis system (I.N.E.S.) diagnostic
outcome compared to the ground truth.

Patient Clinical Case HeRO Score I.N.E.S. Score Ground Truth

Patient 1 Case 1 Positive Positive Positive
Case 2 Positive Positive Positive

Patient 2 Case 3 Negative Negative Negative

Patient 3 Case 4 Positive Negative Negative
Case 5 Negative Negative Negative

Patient 4 Case 6 Positive Negative Negative

Patient 5 Case 7 Positive Positive Positive

Patient 6 Case 8 Positive Negative Negative
Case 9 Positive Negative Negative

Patient 7 Case 10 Positive Negative Negative
Case 11 Positive Negative Negative
Case 12 Positive Negative Negative
Case 13 Positive Negative Negative
Case 14 Positive Negative Negative
Case 15 Positive Negative Negative
Case 16 Positive Negative Negative

Patient 8 Case 17 Positive Positive Positive

Patient 9 Case 18 Negative Negative Negative

Patient 10 Case 19 Negative Negative Negative

Patient 11 Case 20 Slightly Positive Negative Positive

Patient 12 Case 21 Positive Positive Positive

Patient 13 Case 22 Positive Positive Positive

Patient 14 Case 23 Negative Negative Negative

Patient 15 Case 24 Negative Negative Negative
Case 25 Negative Negative Negative
Case 26 Negative Negative Negative

Patient 16 Case 27 Negative Negative Negative

Patient 17 Case 28 Positive Negative Negative
Case 29 Positive Positive Positive
Case 30 Negative Positive Positive

Patient 18 Case 31 Negative Negative Negative

Patient 19 Case 32 Slightly Positive Negative Negative

Patient 20 Case 33 Negative Negative Negative

Patient 21 Case 34 Positive Negative Positive

Table 5. Confusion matrix of the sepsis diagnostic test for HeRO score and I.N.E.S.

True Condition
Positive Negative

Predicted Condition
HeRO Score

Positive 8 12
Negative 2 12

I.N.E.S. Score
Positive 8 0
Negative 2 24
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Figure 5. HeRO score for two patients correctly classified also from the I.N.E.S. system. (Left) A patient with sepsis; (Right)
a patient without sepsis.

Figure 6. HeRO score for two patients correctly classified only from the I.N.E.S. system. (Both) Two patients without sepsis,
but positive for HeRO.

5. Discussion

The results of this study confirm what has already been highlighted in the literature
about the prediction of the HeRO score with respect to the onset of sepsis. However, in all
sepsis events announced early by the HeRO score, clinicians waited for at least one clinical
and/or laboratory sign to appear before starting antibiotic therapy. In the literature, it is
described how the early administration of antibiotics, even just an hour before, is useful in
order to reduce mortality from sepsis [5,6].

In this study, concerning the positive clinical cases for sepsis, the positivity of the score
alone, however correct and predicted, was not sufficient to activate the useful actions to
intervene with the desired treatment. On the other hand, the finding of a negative HeRO
score in patients with sepsis alerts about the presence of only one symptom and/or a slight
positivity (CRP < 1 mg/dL; PCT < 1 ng/mL) of one of the two laboratory indices, after an
attentive discussion of the single clinical case suggested to the clinicians to wait (it is worth
noting that these events concerned newborns with birth weight and gestational age values
at the upper limits), but with the activation of serious clinical and laboratory tests and
accepting the risk of accentuating the physiological anaemia of prematurity.
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In 12 out of 20 events overall, the HeRO score was positive, but the patient did not
develop sepsis. In addition to the positive score, in 10 events, patients presented only
one symptom and/or a mild positivity of one of the two laboratory indices, activating
surveillance as in the previous cases. The company that produces HeRO and the most
recent literature on the topic report a list of clinical situations and/or pharmacological
therapies that might influence the increase in the HeRO score. In fact, the clinical situations
involving an increased release of cytokines and/or a stimulus of the vagus nerve can
cause an increase in the HeRO score. This explains why apneas, intraventricular and/or
parenchymal haemorrhage, periventricular leukomalacia, a sudden deterioration of res-
piratory conditions, but also necrotising enterocolitis (NEC), some drugs administered in
the post-surgical course (anaesthetics, anticholinergics) and anti-inflammatory drugs may
affect the HeRO score.

It should also be borne in mind that sepsis often has an association with several of these
pathologies: neonates with severe sepsis may have intra-ventricular haemorrhages (IVH)
during sepsis, but also NEC, a sudden deterioration of respiratory conditions and other
complications. All these conditions must be kept in mind and carefully evaluated when
considering the HeRO score. One should also keep in mind what are the multiplicative
risk factors of sepsis and that is a very low gestational age and birth weight (most are low
factors), staying in the NICU (the longer the hospitalization, the greater the risk of sepsis)
and the placement of central catheters (the more days from the positioning, the greater the
risk of sepsis) [6]. This suggests that all the team involved in caring for the neonate must
be educated and trained on the functioning of the HeRO device and on all situations that
can influence the HeRO score, thus highlighting a limitation of the HeRO score. In fact, it
can be observed how, in case of doubt, the clinician activates a series of additional checks
(clinical checks and a series of blood sampling) and how, in strongly suspicious cases, he,
or she, tends to wait for other clinical or laboratory confirmation before changing or starting
antibiotic therapy. It would therefore be necessary to have other instruments in relation to
the score of HeRO. The manufacturer of the HeRO duet device proposes a composite score
that takes into account the indices of infection and the clinic. However, such a set score is
very generic and, in the authors’ opinion, is not very individualized as it does not take into
account a series of factors (birth weight, gestational age, stay in NICU, etc.) that could be
helpful in the evaluation, for example, of a false-positive score.

6. Conclusions

In this study, the authors demonstrated on a small cohort of patients how an intel-
ligent neural network that processes the HeRO score along with a series of parameters
strictly connected to the risk of sepsis can support the clinic in its decisions. The network
developed thanks to the close collaboration between neonatologists and engineers gave
very satisfactory results regarding the ability to screen patients for sepsis. I.N.E.S. gave
even more accurate results in those cases (12/20) in which the HeRO score was frankly
positive (index > 2), but the patient had no sepsis. It is worth underlining how having
recognized the positive patients with a specificity of 100% for sepsis could have given
clinicians a useful confirmation to activate the start of antibiotic therapy early. On the other
hand, having recognized all negative cases for sepsis could give the clinician the peace of
mind not to treat those cases that present a positive HeRO without any confirmation of
clinical and/or laboratory sepsis. Regarding other events with the HeRO score completely
negative, or rather less than one (one overall), only one patient had sepsis: in line with the
manufacturer’s description, the HeRO score may not be reliable in the case of localized
infection; this case resulted in being negative also for I.N.E.S. In two events, the HeRO
score was between one and two: one case had mild symptoms, and only one index score
resulted in sepsis; both cases were negative for I.N.E.S. Future studies will investigate the
performance of the proposed neural network on a larger population of patients at risk in
order to confirm its effectiveness and make any corrective measures, especially regarding
the choice of input parameters.
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